PUT YOUR DEGREE TO WORK FOR PROGRESS AND FUTURE GENERATIONS
Get Your Undergrad Minor in Sustainable Mineral Resources

The transition to renewable energy to combat climate change could increase the production of minerals by as much as 500% by 2050.”

WORLD BANK

LEARN THE SKILLS EMPLOYERS WANT
Our world runs on a steady supply of mineral resources. If you want to help meet global demand and preserve the planet, a minor in sustainable mineral resources may be just the ticket.

Courses to Match Interests
- Mining & Recycling
- Leadership & Communication
- Business & Economics
- Data Analytics & Automation
- Environment
- Health & Safety
- Society & Policy

Student Benefits & Support
- Exclusive Scholarships
- Paid Internships
- Exciting Job Options
- Flexible Pathways to Completion
- Fulfills Gen Ed Requirements

A MINOR FOR ANY MAJOR
For more information, contact:
Mario Muñoz - mariomunoz@arizona.edu
Suzanne Madrigal - suzannemadrigal@arizona.edu

See the Video

mining.arizona.edu